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Are you and your teachers using an online calendar to schedule classes in the media center and labs? Last fall I posted an
inquiry about e-scheduling on LM_Net (http://www.eduref.org/lm_net/archive/ Inquiry posted November 20, 2006). The
responses were diverse, informative, and inspiring. With one exception, all responses were from secondary school media
specialists. Clearly, e-scheduling is the choice of many media specialists and appreciated by teachers. E-scheduling calendar
systems used are 1) read-only, filled in only by media staff, and viewable by others, or 2) interactive systems that allow
teachers to reserve media center spaces and equipment independently.

Read-Only Calendars
Read-only calendars require the teacher to call, email, or stop by in person to plan and schedule; some media specialists have
developed online forms that teachers submit. The media specialist updates the calendar and posts it for others to view. The
advantage of a read-only calendar according to Wisconsin media specialist Carla Burmiester is that “media specialists
maintain control and opportunities to plan with teachers. The advantage for teachers is to help them see what spaces are
available before they plan.” Several media specialists said Google Calendar works very well for this. Staci Nazareth from
Michigan explained, “I get a master calendar that shows everything in day, week, month or agenda view. I love it. It makes
work SO much easier! Teachers can browse right from their desktop.” Check it out at
http://www.salineschools.com/users/nazarets/calendar.htm The Google Calendar app is free but users do need to sign up for
an account; you can share the schedule with others or post it on the media center Web site. Individual teachers could sign up
for their own account, but it could be cumbersome and clumsy.

Options for developing and posting a read-only calendar are limited only by your creativity and imagination. For example, a
simple calendar could be created with any one of the Microsoft Office suite components and uploaded intact or as a PDF file
to your Web site.

Interactive Calendars
Interactive calendars allow teachers to schedule media center spaces independently. Examples mentioned include First Class,
which allows for multiple calendars; Novell GroupWise; Microsoft Outlook, which is linked with the email system, making it
easy to send out confirmations; wikis; free or fee-based Web calendar services; and locally designed systems ranging from
very simple forms to complex systems designed by IT staff using tools such as Cold Fusion or open source software. Beth
Benezra, a Minnesota middle school media specialist, described an open source calendar that is one of the more highly
developed calendars I viewed. She explained, “the person doing the scheduling may reserve any space or equipment listed
during an 8 hour period of time in 10 minute increments. Special requests can be specified in the description section when
reserving the space/equipment (i.e. I need a projector and laptop, I need books pulled on rocks and minerals, etc.).
Reservations can be made for single days or for extended periods of time using special ‘delimiters’ (i.e., ctl.+ click to request
more than one space, selecting ‘daily’ and an ending date to reserve for and extended period, etc.).”

Logins and permission vary with each system and school needs. Some require each teacher to have their own user name and
system; others use a generic login. One user said her school’s system allows changes only from the same IP address where
the initial scheduling was done; others rely on the honor system. Other options allow teachers to select a date and time and
put in a request that is “pending approval” until the media specialist approves it.

Iowan John Fritz is pleased with a wiki he has started to schedule a computer lab and mobile laptop lab. Teachers were given
a login and password so they schedule themselves. Teachers find the Wiki is like using a simple word processor type of
interface, he noted; some resisted, but he insisted and they are all using it now. Fritz enters the dates himself, usually a month
in advance.

The bottom line with an online calendar is not the technology or the level of sophistication of the calendar, but the impact the
calendar has on media specialist/teacher collaboration, teacher convenience, and its value as an advocacy tool.

Calendars, Collaboration, and Convenience



A lot of media specialists dislike the rush to “sign -up” for spaces while ignoring the planning process. Do online calendars
encourage “signing up” without collaborative planning? Washington Media specialist Jean Gustafson likes online scheduling
but believes it can hinder collaboration. “I would say that the system has in some cases reduced the teacher contact. They sign
up, but then don’t let me know. Generally these will be the type of things that are just typing papers, or [someone] goes to
this site and completes a worksheet. If it is a Webquest activity, then the teacher has made contact to make sure the Web sites
they want are available, or [to] have me find new ones. . . We then are working in cooperation more than collaboratively, but
it is improving.” Gustafson added, “We still get surprised when a class will show up if a teacher sees there is room and just
decides to use the Media Center.”

Gayle Hyde from North Dakota described a compromise e-scheduling situation. “Most equipment is reserved this way, but
the teachers still come to the LMC to pick up the equipment. This allows us to train them on anything we think they need
training on or discuss the assignment if necessary. . . We do not schedule our library space online. We want them to come in
to see us so we have an idea of the lesson that will be taught and how we can help.”

Blogger Jacqueline Henry from New York claims no personal experience with online scheduling. “ I just have never been
able to get too excited about it,” she writes. She shared some concerns from another media specialist on her Wanderings blog,
which readers may visit at http://nlcommunities.com/communities/wanderings/archive/2006/09/12/88275.aspx

Linda Eliot from California shared a positive perspective about collaboration and convenience. “We use an online scheduling
program and have for the past five years. We find it very successful and would have a hard time going back to the ‘old’
method of sign ups. Teachers may see the schedule, they may schedule their classes, reserve computers for their classes to
use and edit or delete their reservations. Teachers who have not contacted me personally about their scheduled time are just a
click away to send them a quick email. Our teachers use email all day long, so I can contact them this way, they can email me
the assignment, or we can confer on resources online. I collaborate in various ways depending on what the teacher and
students need.”

She continues: “On occasion, a teacher will sign up, not collaborate in any way, and the class comes in and struggles, or does
not work effectively. I approach the teacher and suggest that if we try another technique, it would help the students work
more efficiently. I often mention another teacher who uses the technique so they see a connection between the assignment
and the strategy. There is a lot of mutual respect between the classroom teacher and the media specialist, and I feel that really
helps.” Readers may view this schedule at http://198.189.32.55/

Including a preliminary planning form with the scheduling software can further foster collaboration; teachers are requested
indicate the topic of study and preliminary ideas or needs before the “official” planning session.

Further Points and Advantages
Teacher convenience is a huge benefit of e-scheduling. Eliot noted: “The fact that they can find out on Sunday night if the
library is free on Monday and schedule their classes allows them the freedom to plan and use the library without going
through a ‘gatekeeper’ far in advance, and they can be spontaneous when they have an idea on the spur of the moment.”
Gustafson agrees with the positive aspect of e-scheduling. “My teachers love it! They can be working on their lesson plans
from home and can see if the rooms or equipment are available. Adjusting on the fly.”

With convenience comes a greater sense of ownership and input. Benezra believes teachers “are talking to each other more;
they will see who has the space checked out and if they feel really strongly about needing space will talk directly to that other
teacher to see if some compromise can be worked out … Now they talk directly to each other and understand that they are
responsible for signing up the space.” Eliot also believes the perception has changed. “They understand that I am the
administrator, and that my job is to support their curriculum and their students’ needs. It is not ‘my library’, which was a
definite perception prior to this system.” Convenience works both ways; what media specialist hasn’t been asked about space
availability while away from the media center? With online scheduling you can check from almost any computer and
instantly begin planning.

Beyond the school community, advocacy and PR are another side-benefit of e-scheduling. Parents and others in the
community will see what classes and teachers are using the media center, gaining a better understanding the instructional
connections. It’s good advertising!

More Work or Less Work?
Most agree that online scheduling doesn’t make more work, just a different kind of work or less work. You have to be
diligent, though, to check at least once a day to make sure you know what is planned or to do any updates. Because not



everyone uses e-scheduling, you may still have to keep a schedule book at the desk and synchronize the two. Several
commented that it is less work, saving phone calls, emails and written notes that can take up unnecessary time. Some initial
training will be needed at the beginning to provide staff development and work with staff as they learn to use the new system.

I have no personal experience with an online media center calendar, and I like the face-to face aspect of planning. But
interacting with LM_NET folks and writing this column got me thinking! I recognize the realities of working with busy
teachers and the appealing convenience of online. The Web site calendar software provided by our Web-hosting company
will soon be available as a media center-scheduling tool. It’s time for me to move into the new millennium. I encourage
others to do the same!
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PULLQUOTE TO USE:
The bottom line with an online calendar is not the technology or the level of sophistication of the calendar, but the impact the
calendar has on media specialist/teacher collaboration, teacher convenience, and its value as an advocacy tool.


